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We are now only a few weeks away from the COP26 global summit to be held in Glasgow next 

month.   

At this meeting world leaders and experts will gather to agree how to continue to resolve the issue 

of man-made global heating - arguably the most pressing of threats currently facing the planet.  The 

changes needed to tackle the crisis are scarily large, but along-side them lie massive opportunities 

for the improvement of the natural environment and the society in which we and future generations 

live.  

Right around the globe there is enormous expectation that the conference will deliver the guidance 

and action needed, but as many have already said, the time left to deliver a successful outcome is 

short.  

In addition to global initiatives like COP26, I am a firm believer in the power that a community group 

can bring at a local level to tackle environmental issues and change things for the better.   This is a 

founding principle of Sustainable Harwell.  

Some might say that delivering these smaller projects doesn’t really matter or have much impact.  

But I suggest that when they are combined and scaled up across numerous other villages, towns, 

cities etc, they can and do bring about significant changes and benefits.     

Of course, they don’t just happen.  They are the result of the work and dedication of individuals like 

you, members of Sustainable Harwell, who offer the time and take action to see the opportunities 

through and make a real difference.  As Chair I want to thank you for that.  

Over the last 12 months Sustainable Harwell has been active in many areas: 

Projects 

We currently have 3 on-going project areas which include tree-planting and rewilding, lobbying for 

new homes in Harwell to be more sustainable and improving the provision of cycling and footpaths 

in the village.  All the members working in these areas have been busy delivering great initiatives 

during the year.   

The tree-planting group has carried out 2 planting projects within the village.  Firstly, at the school, 

where volunteers installed 400 whips to form new hedgerows and secondly planting a similar new 

hedgerow along at Baggs Tree field along The Winnaway. They have also been involved in taking 

action to identify the poor upkeep and management of many of the relatively recently planted trees 



along the Harwell Link Road and have raised the issue for action and resolution with the developer 

and Oxfordshire County Council.   

In addition to all this activity they are currently working with the Parish Council to plan and install a 

new community orchard at the Recreation Ground.  

The cycling and footpaths group have been working with other sustainability groups to lobby the 

developers and OCC to initiate a change in the design of the new roundabout on the way to Didcot 

which is being proposed as part of the Valley Park development.  It was clear the initial design of this 

roundabout paid little attention to the needs of cyclists and pedestrians.  As a result of this action 

the roundabout design has now been changed and although still not as good as it could be is more 

appropriate for cyclists and pedestrians.  The cycling survey undertaken by the group in 2020 

Harwell village which showed clearly that residents would like to be able to cycle more safely around 

the village and particularly into Didcot remains a guiding principle for activity in the group. 

The group working to lobby for new local homes to be more sustainable have been keeping an ear 

to the ground in a number of areas.  There have been recent government announcements 

concerning building standards which still leave questions around the standards of the new homes 

being planned in Harwell at the new Valley Park development. This is particularly true for new 

homes built between now and 2025 when the Future Homes Standard comes into effect.  It doesn’t 

seem logical that homes being built during this period should have lower insulation standards, be 

fitted with gas boilers rather than heat pumps and have no solar panels or home car chargers 

installed when they will need to be retrofitted as we move forward to a net-zero carbon society. 

The group also submitted to the consultation on the redevelopment of the former Esso Site at 

Milton Hill raising concerns over location, Transport, Infrastructure provision and ecological impact. -

site.  You can read our response in full on the web site. https://sustainable-harwell.uk/planning-

application-at-former-esso-site-milton-hill/  

Other Initiatives  

In late 2020 the Group proposed to the Parish Council that it should consider declaring a climate 

Emergency for Harwell.  This is in-line with many other councils and authorities around the country.  

We were very pleased to learn that the PC declared such an emergency while at the same time 

suggesting that a new Environmental sub-committee should be formed to consider opportunities for 

environmental improvement within Harwell.  The committee is now up and running and SH is 

working with it and the council to progress ideas such as the new community orchard. 

Some of our members have been working to help deliver The Hive Sustainable Market up at the Rec 

this year, which despite the pandemic has managed to run several times. Some proceeds from the 

market are donated to Sustainable Harwell and I would like to express our thanks to The Hive for 

their support. I understand the next Christmas market is planned for the evening of Friday 19th 

November at the Village Hall.  A date for your diaries! 

Other Groups and organisations 

The Group continues to be aligned with other local organisations including sustainability groups in 

nearby villages such as Sustainable Didcot, Sustainable Blewbury, Hagbourne and Upton Group for 

Sustainability, The Hendreds Environment Group as well as Sustainable Wantage. There is regular 

communication between SH officers and these groups.  For example, we have been working with a 

number if them to support the Climate and Ecological Emergency Bill, a private members Bill to be 



taken to Parliament.  This has its second reading in October shortly before COP26.   

https://www.ceebill.uk/the_cee_bill_second_second_reading 

We continue to be a member of CAG Oxfordshire and receive valuable information and support from 

them.  https://www.cagoxfordshire.org.uk/ 

We also work with Oxfordshire Friends of the Earth.  This is mainly concerned with their initiative to 

make all new homes in Oxfordshire zero carbon.  https://www.oxfoe.co.uk/oxford-friends-of-the-

earth/climate-action/zero-carbon-homes/  

Group Meetings 

We have held regular group meetings throughout the year, albeit in virtual form, and have heard 

from a number of excellent experts who have spoken on topics as diverse as the practicalities of 

installing heat pumps in existing homes, the importance of global bio-diversity and the benefits of 

orchards and hedgerows, as well as why swifts are so important to us and how we sustain and 

protect the small population we have in Harwell. 

Later this evening we will hear more about the urgency required to deal with the climate emergency 

and look at what else we can do locally to help. This will help guide the group’s efforts over the 

coming year. 

If you would like to learn more about all these activities and wider work the group is involved with, I 

encourage you to visit our web-site at: https://sustainable-harwell.uk/  

As I said last year there is a lot to do in to do in a short space of time to tackle the big sustainability 

issues in a fair way that works for everyone in society.  If you would like to be involved with the 

group and can spare a bit of time to help on project work or as an officer do let us know.   

We are all part of the transition to deliver the change needed and I hope Sustainable Harwell’s 

activities will continue to play an important local role.   

Giles Barwell  

Chair 
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